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Expansion microscopy and light sheet imaging (ExLSM) provide a viable alternative to
existing tissue clearing and large volume imaging approaches. The analysis of intact
volumes of brain tissue presents a distinct challenge in neuroscience. Recent advances
in tissue clearing and light sheet microscopy have re-addressed this challenge and
blossomed into a plethora of protocols with diverse advantages and disadvantages.
While refractive index matching achieves near perfect transparency and allows for
imaging at large depths, the resolution of cleared brains is usually limited to the
micrometer range. Moreover, the often long and harsh tissue clearing protocols hinder
preservation of native fluorescence and antigenicity. Here we image large expanded brain
volumes of zebra finch brain tissue in commercially available light sheet microscopes.
Our expansion light sheet microscopy (ExLSM) approach presents a viable alternative to
many clearing and imaging methods because it improves on tissue processing times,
fluorophore compatibility, and image resolution.
Keywords: expansion microscopy, tissue clearing, songbird, spine morphology, light sheet microscopy, large
volume imaging, super resolution microscopy

INTRODUCTION
Since the advent of modern neuroscience, diverse imaging techniques have allowed us to see
the brain’s microstructure and have fueled our endeavor to understand its function. With the
inherent desire to see even the smallest relevant cellular building blocks, the preservation of detailed
topographic information within entire neural circuits becomes challenging. Recent advances
demonstrate the feasibility of large volume high-resolution imaging with light (Kleinfeld et al.,
2011) or electrons (Kasthuri et al., 2015).
The desire to image entire intact volumes of tissue, a daunting task (Marblestone et al., 2013),
is mirrored in the recent explosion of tissue clearing protocols (Richardson and Lichtmann, 2015,
2017).
Clearing protocols strive for deeper light penetration by homogenizing light refraction
throughout the sample. These protocols make use of diverse chemical approaches from simple
immersion to organic solvent-based delipidation (Susaki and Ueda, 2016). Nearly all clearing
protocols sufficiently increase transparency for imaging multiple millimeters deep into tissues.
However, targeted fluorescence imaging remains challenging because genetically expressed
fluorescent proteins tend to lose their fluorescence and their antigenicity during tissue clearing.
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METHODS

Recent progress in clearing protocols have led to better
preservation of fluorescence (CUBIC; Susaki et al., 2015)
or to improved post-immunostaining (CLARITY; Chung
and Deisseroth, 2013; Tomer et al., 2014 and iDISCO;
Renier et al., 2014), but current protocols are either time
consuming and/or resource intense, technically challenging,
and/or impractical. For excellent overviews, see Richardson
and Lichtmann (2015, 2017) and Silvestri et al. (2016),
who conclude that no single protocol is superior to all
others.
One technique that could address many of the aforementioned
shortcomings is expansion microscopy (ExM). In ExM, samples
are first incubated with DMSO to introduce acryloyl groups.
Then, the proteins (including fluorophores) are cross-linked to
a polymer grid. After a protein digestion step, the sample is
physically expanded through hyper-hydration (Chen et al., 2016;
Chozinski et al., 2016; Tillberg et al., 2016). The increase in
resolution resulting from expansion has pushed the limits of
confocal microscopy and enabled the investigation of subcellular
structures that previously have been difficult to resolve by light
microscopy, such as the synaptonemal complex in Drosophila
(Cahoon et al., 2017). Further, expansion microscopy has proven
to be useful in clinical settings by enhancing the resolving
power of microscopes (Bucur et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2017).
Although the clearing potential of the expansion protocol and
its use for larger specimens have been emphasized (Chen et al.,
2015; Richardson and Lichtmann, 2015; Karagiannis and Boyden,
2018), to date ExM has only been applied to tissue samples
<200 µm thick from mice and humans.
When large volumes of tissue are to be imaged, preferably with
multiple wavelengths, image acquisition times, system stability,
and photo bleaching become increasingly problematic (Silvestri
et al., 2016). One recent technological revival in fluorescence
microscopy, the light sheet microscope, alleviates some of these
challenges. By illuminating entire planes of tissue and capturing
all image pixels at the same time, imaging is fast and fluorophores
show little bleaching (Stelzer, 2015).
Here we combine expansion microscopy of large tissue
volumes with light sheet microscopy, termed ExLSM. We
demonstrate the feasibility of ExLSM in a small passerine, the
zebra finch, and point out some advantages over other clearing
methods.
Zebra finches are a well-established model for vocal learning
with parallels to human speech acquisition (Bolhuis et al., 2010).
Furthermore, the organization of the song system, responsible for
song learning and production in songbirds, as an interconnected
network of discrete brain nuclei makes it particularly wellsuited for the analysis of cerebral sub-volumes (Vicario, 1991).
Song system nuclei are known to adapt in response to song
learning and practice (Huang et al., 2018), making the application
of large tissue ExLSM particularly promising within this field,
as discrete nuclei can be dissected and expanded to further
analyze connectivity changes in detail. We focus on two nuclei
of the song system, HVC (proper name), which drives vocal
sequences (Hahnloser et al., 2002) and Area-X, which plays an
essential role during vocal learning (Scharff and Nottebohm,
1991).
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Tissue Preparation
Five adult male zebra finches have been intracranially injected
into either HVC or Area-X with adeno-associated viruses (AAVs)
that express GFP in the cytoplasm of neurons. After isoflurane
overdose and transcardial perfusion with phosphate-buffered
saline, hemispheres were either sectioned into 60–100 µm thick
sections (n = 2 birds) using a microtome (Leica Microsystems,
Germany), sectioned into 300–800 µm thick sections containing
HVC using a vibratome (n = 2), or were handled to surgically
remove entire HVCs (n = 1).
Animal handling was carried out in accordance with the
European Communities Council Directive 2010/63 EU and
legislation of the state of Upper Bavaria.
The government of Upper Bavaria, “Sachgebiet 54—
Verbraucherschutz, Veterinärwesen, 80538 München” with
the record number 55.2-1-54-2532-150-2016 approved animal
experiments.

Expansion and Clearing
We performed the protein retention expansion protocol
(proExM) available at expansionmicroscopy.org with minor
modifications to accommodate large tissues. In brief, the
activation step needs to be adjusted according to tissue volume.
Custom gelation chambers can be constructed by sectioning
a 1 ml pipette tip according to size and placing them on a
parafilm wrapped object slide for easy handling. Immediately
after digestion any movement of the sample should be minimized
or avoided. Expansion should be performed in the final imaging
container if possible. Large gels can be secured with 3% low melt
agarose around the corners of the gel. Small gels or hanging gels
can be embedded in 1% low melt agarose. For further details and
handling recommendations see Supplementary Materials.

Imaging
Images were acquired in commercially available light sheet
microscopes, either the Ultra Microscope II (LaVision Biotec
GmbH, Germany) or the Z.1 (Carl Zeiss AG, Germany). Image
analysis was performed using Imaris (Bitplane, Great Britain).
With exception of the image in Figure 2F, which has been
deconvolved using Huygens Pro (Scientific Volume Imaging
B.V., Netherlands), none of the data has undergone any image
preprocessing prior to analysis as is common practice in light
based imaging.

RESULTS
We successfully cleared and expanded adult zebra finch brain
tissue of diverse volumes ranging from 60 µm thick sagittal
brain sections to [2500 × 2000 × 1200] µm3 tissue volumes
encapsulating an entire HVC (Figures 1A–F).
Samples were subsequently imaged in two different light sheet
microscopes, first a low-magnification system for overview and
integral volume analysis, and, second, a system with a smaller
working range but higher magnification.

2
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FIGURE 1 | Clearing, expansion, and imaging of large intact volumes of brain tissue. Top two rows show the typical clearing and swelling progress of the expansion
microscopy protocol. A large piece of brain tissue containing HVC is embedded in a polymer gel (A), and is neither expanded nor transparent at this point. Immediately
(Continued)
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FIGURE 1 | after taking the gel out of the protein digestion solution (B), the tissue is already fully transparent and slightly expanded in volume by a factor of two. At
this stage, the tissue can be kept in PBS for either imaging, further processing, or storage. Subsequent exchanges of deionized water (C–F) lead to a final 4-fold
expansion (64 times in volume). Bottom two rows show volume renderings of brain tissue imaged with the LaVision Ultra Microscope II. (G) Shows the entire volume
of a gel containing a piece of tissue with pre-expansion dimensions of [2500 × 1800 × 800] µm3 , including a large part of HVC. Somata of neurons and even some
sub-cellular structures such as nuclei (arrows) are readily visible at a low-magnification setting of 2.5x. Even though the light sheet leads to a slight reduction in axial
resolution as seen in the xz-projection view in (H), individual neurons can still be discriminated. A digital zoom into the dataset (I) reveals some axonal and dendritic
processes. The entire dataset was imaged as a single TIFF stack with a z-step size of 3 µm. Imaging at slightly higher magnification of 6.4x allows for the identification
of spiny dendrites (arrows, J,K). Scale bars (A–F) 1 mm, (G,H) 250 µm, (I) 150 µm, (J) 75 µm, (K) 50 µm. Scale bars in (G–K) correspond to pre-expansion
dimensions.

FIGURE 2 | High resolution imaging of spiny and aspiny neurons. Top row shows a spiny (A) and an aspiny (B) neuron in Area X. Higher magnifications reveal distinct
spine morphologies (C,D) that can be automatically quantified using the IMARIS filament tracer (E). A brief post-expansion DAPI staining (F) resolves cellular nuclei
with labeled chromatin structures. We imaged 3 mm punch-outs (G,H) of 4-fold expanded, 60–100 µm thick (pre-expansion) sagittal brain sections containing almost
the entire Area X. All images are produced with a 20x, 1.0 NA water dipping objective. Scale bars (A,B) 10 µm, (C–F) 5 µm, (G,H) 1 mm. Scale bars in (A–F)
correspond to pre-expansion dimensions.

Ultramicroscope II for Large Samples

Z.1 for High Resolution Imaging

Figures 1G–I and Supplementary Movie S1 show a volume
rendering of a tissue block with pre-expansion dimensions of
[2500 × 2000 × 800] µm3 . Somata of HVC neurons are easily
identifiable and axonal structures can be recognized even at
low magnification (Supplementary Figure S2). Under increased
magnification, fine structures such as spines can be discerned
(Figures 1J,K).

For analysis requiring higher resolution, we turned to a system
that is equipped with regular microscope objectives. Images
acquired with a 20x objective distinctly show surface structures
of somata and dendrites in both spiny (Figure 2A) and aspiny
(Figure 2B) neurons, which can be easily discriminated. Digitally
zoomed-in maximum intensity projections of diverse dendrite
fragments clearly reveal spines (Figures 2C,D) of distinct
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well preserved, but we want to draw attention to the fact
that the common model for assessing fluorescence preservation,
the Thy-1 mouse line, has an exceptionally strong GFP signal
(Dodt et al., 2007; Silvestri et al., 2016). Many protocols
are to some degree compatible with antibody staining, but
antibody penetration based on passive diffusion can take
weeks (Richardson and Lichtmann, 2015). Additional usage
of electrophoresis such as in CLARITY (Chung et al., 2013)
or in PARS (Yang et al., 2014), or the use of pressure as
in ACT-PRESTO (Lee et al., 2016) can accelerate antibody
penetration, but these enhancements can be difficult to set up
or expensive to use when turning to a commercial solution such
as X-CLARITYTM (Logos Biosystems, South Korea). Expansion
microscopy, on the other hand, allows for post-expansion
staining and is readily compatible with a large number of
genetically expressed fluorescent proteins and commercially
available antibodies (Chozinski et al., 2016; Ku et al., 2016;
Tillberg et al., 2016).
To stain in expanded tissues is a potentially very powerful
advantage. By stretching and unfolding, proteins’ epitopes
may become more accessible (Alon et al., 2018), which
can accelerate antibody penetration and increase labeling
strength.

morphologies (Figure 2E). General morphology and a spine
density of 0.70 ± 0.09 (n = 6) per µm dendrite length match
previous descriptions of HVC-X projecting neurons using EM
(Kornfeld et al., 2017).
Post-expansion staining with DAPI shows exceptional details
of the nucleus (Figure 2F) with image quality exceeding that of
cell cultures imaged with gSTED (Okada and Nakagawa, 2015).
We typically imaged 3 mm punch-outs of expanded sagittal brain
sections of Area X (Figures 2G,H).

DISCUSSION
We demonstrated the clearing capacities of our expansion
protocol and showed that ExLSM allows for imaging of large
volumes of brain tissue at subcellular resolution. In the following,
we compare our approach to other clearing approaches. For
a more in-depth review of cleared-sample imaging, we refer
to Richardson and Lichtmann (2015, 2017) and to Silvestri
et al. (2016); for a focus on clearing of songbird tissue, we
refer to our other publication in the same research topic
(Rocha et al., 2019).

Transparency and Large Volume Imaging
A general limitation of light-based imaging techniques such
as confocal microscopy is the increase in light scattering with
tissue depth when imaging non-cleared specimens. The increase
in background noise makes imaging at depths larger than
50 µm impractical. Homogenization of refractory indices (RIs)
across sample, embedding medium, and imaging medium is one
common goal to all clearing methods (Silvestri et al., 2016).
With ExLSM, commonly no tissue outlines are visible and gels
themselves are completely transparent in water, which hints
toward a near perfect match of RIs throughout the optical path.
High tissue clarity is suggested by the extremely low levels
of background light. Another advantage of water as imaging
medium over solutions with different RIs is compatibility with
imaging objectives, because no additional corrections in the
imaging path are necessary.
Although we demonstrated the unobstructed imaging of
cleared gel blocks of roughly one cubic centimeter, we emphasize
that our gels contained biologically relevant data within only
2 mm3 pre-expansion. Whether the expansion and excellent
clearing of much larger volumes is feasible remains to be
tested.
Another factor to consider when imaging cleared tissue in a
light sheet microscope is the color of the fluorophore. Because
light of longer wavelength is less affected by scattering, the
use of red fluorophores is generally advised, such as DRAQ5
as a nuclear marker instead of DAPI (Marx, 2016). Here, we
demonstrated the compatibility of ExLSM with short-wavelength
fluorophores.

Image Resolution
One important consideration for imaging is resolution. In light
sheet microscopy, axial resolution is directly proportional to
the physical thickness of the light sheet and lateral resolution
depends on the imaging objective. When pushing the physical
limits, bessel beam-based systems and lattice light sheets present
the current pinnacle of high axial resolution with voxel sizes of
150 × 150 × 280 nm (Chen et al., 2014), but at the cost of smaller
working distances associated with the high NA illumination and
imaging objectives used.
Desired resolution is of course dependent on the scientific
question at hand. Hence, the 4–5 µm axial resolution that
is achievable with conventional illumination lenses might be
sufficient and even favorable for the sake of working distance. For
example, considering the Nyquist criterion, isotropic resolution
of 5 µm is enough to resolve cell bodies with a diameter larger
than 10 µm, which is generally the case when looking at neurons.
Although some clearing approaches can visualize dendritic
spines in 2D with higher NA imaging objectives (Dodt et al.,
2007), quantification of structure in 3D remains challenging.
Even the recent addition to the CUBIC protocol, CUBIC-X
(Murakami et al., 2018), that exploits the intermediate expansion
of the protocol’s reagent-1 to achieve a final 2-fold increase in
volume, does not seem to allow for the distinct differentiation
of spine morphologies (compare Figure 2H in Murakami et al.,
2018).
We demonstrate that spine morphology can be quantified
with ExLSM in a Zeiss Z.1 light sheet microscope with
results comparable to conventional slice-based confocal
microscopy, with the advantage of increased imaging speed.
Whereas, imaging a volume of [100 × 100 × 10] µm3
takes minutes in a confocal microscope, the same volume of
[400 × 400 × 40] µm3 is imaged in seconds with ExLSM

Retention of Native Fluorescence and
Antigenicity
In general, organic solvent-based clearing methods do not
preserve native fluorescence of proteins well, with the exception
of uDISCO (Pan et al., 2016). GFP fluorescence is usually
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